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The effects of retrieval practice on complex, meaningful learning outcomes that require more than just basic recall are of ongoing interest in the test-enhanced learning literature. Across two experiments, we investigated the extent that retrieval practice boosts integrative argumentation—the integration of opposing viewpoints to form conclusions. Participants were tasked to form an integrative argumentation response after reading a text containing arguments for and against an issue. We found that retrieval practice alone produced superior long-term retention of text content, but not better use of integrative stratagems relative to repeated study (Experiment 1). However, when retrieval practice was augmented with judgments of higher order learning (JOLs+) that oriented learners’ attention toward the critical elements of integrative argumentation (Experiment 2), it led to the use of more integrative stratagems, relative to retrieval practice supplemented with judgments of learning (JOLs) that assessed the degree of material learned or remembered, and a notetaking condition paired with JOLs+. Importantly, the improvement in learners’ use of integrative stratagems persisted even after controlling for the number of idea units in their responses. These findings suggest that JOLs+ serve as a potent metacomprehension monitoring intervention when paired with retrieval practice to enhance higher order learning outcomes.

Public Significance Statement
To what extent does retrieval practice boost higher order learning performance, beyond basic memory recall? Here we show that learners’ integrative argumentation performance—their ability to evaluate, weigh, and combine opposing sides of an issue—is enhanced only when they have practiced retrieving information in an argumentative text from memory and are, crucially, further guided to direct their attention to the key elements required for effective integrative argumentation.
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Across a thriving body of literature, retrieval practice has been robustly demonstrated to produce durable learning of educationally relevant knowledge (for reviews, see Dunlosky, Rawson, Marsh, Nathan, & Willingham, 2013; Karpicke, 2017). In the standard retrieval-based learning paradigm, learners either repeatedly study educational materials (restudy condition) or study and then practice retrieving the materials from memory (retrieval practice condition) before taking a final test in which their learning is assessed (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006a). While retrieval practice has been consistently shown to facilitate long-term retention of facts and concepts, recent studies have begun to explore the extent to which it may also benefit complex, higher order learning outcomes such as organizational processing (e.g., Zaromb & Roediger, 2010), analogical problem-solving (e.g., Wong, Ng, Tempel, & Lim, 2017), and transfer of learning (for reviews, see Carpenter, 2012; Pan & Rickard, 2018), such as to tests that require inferences to be drawn from the previously learned material (e.g., Butler, 2010; Chan, McDermott, & Roediger, 2006). Notably, engaging in retrieval practice after studying educational texts has been observed to improve not only students’ ability to answer verbatim questions but, more crucially, also enhances their performance in answering higher order questions that require integrating facts and concepts from the text or applying them in novel contexts (Smith, Blunt, Whiffen, & Karpicke, 2016; see also Jensen, McDaniel, Wood-
ard, & Kummer, 2014). Thus, it appears that retrieval practice can produce long-lasting and meaningful learning—organized, coherent, and integrated mental models of knowledge (e.g., Karpicke, 2012; Mayer, 2002)—with complex educational materials (e.g., Karpicke & Aue, 2015), rather than merely transient rote learning.

In the present research, we investigated the extent that retrieval practice enhances learners’ argument-counterargument integration (integrative argumentation)—a complex learning outcome that involves critically evaluating, weighing, and integrating arguments on both sides of an issue before forming a final conclusion, much like solving a jigsaw puzzle by assembling its many pieces while having to turn over (i.e., negate) some of them in the process (e.g., Nussbaum, 2008; Nussbaum & Schraw, 2007). Specifically, across two experiments, we tested and provide evidence for the hypothesis that retrieval practice boosts integrative argumentation, but only when it is coupled with metacomprehension monitoring using judgments of learning (JOLs) that orient learners’ attention to the critical elements of the intended higher order learning outcome (i.e., judgments of higher order learning [JOLs+]).

Retrieval Practice and Metacomprehension Monitoring

Notwithstanding evidence of the positive effects of retrieval practice on students’ ability to answer higher order questions such as those requiring application or inference (e.g., Karpicke & Blunt, 2011; Smith et al., 2016; Smith & Karpicke, 2014), there are studies that have not observed such benefits. For instance, McDaniel, Howard, and Einstein (2009) reported the surprising finding that retrieval practice did not produce better performance than did a notetaking strategy for inferential multiple-choice and problem-solving criterial tests that required integrating and applying one’s learned knowledge. To reconcile these mixed findings, one potential explanation relates to the limited success of retrieval practice alone in facilitating learners’ metacomprehension monitoring when judging how well they understand the learned material, beyond alerting learners to the basic facts that they do not know or remember (Nguyen & McDaniel, 2016). Here, an important distinction must be noted between the direct and indirect effects that retrieval practice exerts on learning—whereas direct effects relate to those stemming from the act of retrieval itself in the absence of subsequent restudy or feedback, indirect effects pertain to the influences of retrieval on learning through mediating processes, such as when retrieval guides future study efforts or enhances processing of feedback (e.g., Karpicke, 2017; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b). In particular, metacomprehension monitoring during initial retrieval and its impact on learners’ utilization of subsequent restudy opportunities leans into the indirect effects of retrieval practice on learning.

Accurate metacomprehension monitoring is crucial for effectively regulating one’s learning (Thiede, Anderson, & Therriault, 2003; Thiede, Wiley, & Griffin, 2011). However, the accuracy of learners’ metacomprehension monitoring is often weak for tasks such as text learning and comprehension (Dunlosky & Lipko, 2007; Thiede, Griffin, Wiley, & Redford, 2009). According to construction-integration theory (Kintsch, 1988, 2005), learners should ideally engage in both surface-level text-based processing (i.e., knowledge of specific details and facts in a text) and global-level situation model processing (i.e., a more holistic understanding of what a text is about) to optimize their learning. Yet, learners tend to allocate more effort to surface-level text-based processing during initial study (e.g., Millis, Simon, & tenBroek, 1998; Stine-Morrow, Gagne, Morrow, & DeWall, 2004), and may continue to rely on such text-based factors during retrieval practice and subsequent restudy (e.g., Nguyen & McDaniel, 2016).

The implication is that although retrieval practice may offer metacomprehension advantages at a text-based (surface) level by providing learners with feedback about their memory for information in a text (e.g., Little & McDaniel, 2015), it may not necessarily alert learners to potential gaps in their situation model of the text and prompt efforts toward constructing a more cohesive and organized global representation of the text during subsequent restudy (e.g., Nguyen & McDaniel, 2016). Consequently, learners may perform poorly when they are tested on comprehension that requires inferential knowledge demanding global-level situation model (i.e., higher order) processing beyond recalled facts alone (e.g., Wiley, Griffin, & Thiede, 2005). Of particular interest is that the complex educational outcome of integrative argumentation entails multiple sophisticated processes that transcend factual recall and inferencing, as we detail in the following section.

Integrative Argumentation

As a valuable higher order learning outcome, argumentation has captured the interest of scholars and educators (e.g., Muller & Perret-Clermont, 2009; Schwarz & Baker, 2017; for reviews, see Asterhan & Schwarz, 2016; Manz, 2015). Broadly conceived as an interactive or introspective process in which individuals formulate and evaluate arguments (e.g., Golanics & Nussbaum, 2008; Nussbaum, 2005), argumentation can occur whenever there is a real or imagined conflict of ideas or opinions, and takes place across multiple academic disciplines such as philosophy, computing, linguistics, communications, psychology, and law (van Eemeren et al., 2014). Current dominant argumentation theories have dialectical, logical, and rhetorical dimensions, although a comprehensive discussion of these dimensions is beyond the intent and scope of this research (for a detailed perspective, see van Eemeren et al., 1996). Here, we focus on formal dialectical approaches that have commonly been used in contemporary educational psychology (e.g., Duschl, 2007; Nussbaum, 2008, 2011; van Eemeren, 2010; van Eemeren & Grootendorst, 1992; van Eemeren & Houtlosser, 2003; Walton, 1996, 2007, 2010), due to their direct relevance for teaching and learning today.

According to dialectical approaches, a dialogue underpins argumentation—through the process of pitting arguments against counterarguments and responding to counterarguments, a resolution is achieved (Walton, 2007). However, many students tend to struggle with this task and often do not generate counterarguments or address them adequately in their written argumentation (e.g., Perkins, Farady, & Bushey, 1991; Stapleton, 2001; Wolfe, Britt, & Butler, 2009). Termed the myside bias, Wolfe and Britt (2008) found that 50% of the participants in their study neglected to include any other-side information in their essays when arguing for or against a controversial issue. Even when students wrote their essays while conforming with an intervention text that covered both sides of the argument, 33% of the participants still exhibited the myside bias. Presumably, this bias may occur when students possess less sophisticated argumentation schemas and believe that
argumentation is simply about “lining up facts” (Wolfe & Britt, 2008).

Yet, for strong argumentation, one must not only include opposing (other-side) information in one’s responses, but must also adequately address such information. In particular, Pollock (1987) has stressed the notion of defeasibility in argumentation, whereby good arguments should be able to withstand and defeat opposing arguments (also see Erduran, Simon, & Osborne, 2004; Nussbaum, 2008; Vorobej, 2006). Merely conceding or dismissing opposing claims without providing any counterarguments to rebut other-side information has limited effectiveness in improving the persuasiveness of one’s argument, and might even weaken readers’ impressions of the author (Wolfe et al., 2009). Thus, rather than only considering one side of the issue at hand, critically evaluating and meaningfully integrating both arguments and counterarguments to form conclusive statements in integrative argumentation (e.g., Nussbaum, 2008, 2011; Nussbaum & Schraw, 2007) is essential for increasing overall written argument quality (e.g., Nussbaum, Winsor, Aqui, & Polisgin, 2007; Voss & Van Dyke, 2001). Moreover, integrating arguments and counterarguments offers benefits for critical thinking (Nussbaum & Schraw, 2007), which has been viewed as comprising skills such as analysis when identifying and analyzing arguments, evaluation when assessing claims and arguments, and inference when querying evidence, conjecturing alternatives, and drawing conclusions (e.g., Facione, 1990). Accordingly, enhancing students’ integrative argumentation may steer them toward better critical thinking.

To form an integrative argumentation response, two kinds of stratagems can be adopted: refutational stratagems and integrative stratagems (Nussbaum & Edwards, 2011). Refutational stratagems include strategies such as refutation, in which one explains why a counterargument is invalid, flawed, or false. While the use of refutational stratagems produces a more effective response than simply conceding or dismissing a counterargument, such stratagems are considered the least integrative because they primarily emphasize only the counterargument (Nussbaum & Edwards, 2011). Conversely, integrative stratagems include weighing and design claim strategies. The weighing strategy involves contrasting the merits of an argument with its counterargument, and is an integrative strategy because it considers both sides of an argument by showing that the benefits or strengths of an argument outweigh the benefits or strengths of a counterargument, or that the benefits of an argument outweigh the costs posited by a counterargument. Alternatively, the design claim strategy involves creating a compromise between two sides of an argument, or suggesting a new alternative solution to circumvent the problem. Design claim arguments are integrative as they attempt to mitigate the negative consequences put forth by the counterargument while preserving the benefits of the argument. In light of their particular pertinence for integrative argumentation, our research focused on integrative stratagems.

The Present Research

The key question we asked in the present research was whether retrieval practice promotes the higher order learning outcome of integrative argumentation, as assessed via learners’ use of integrative stratagems. Specifically, effective integrative argumentation requires that learners critically evaluate, weigh, and combine arguments and counterarguments, before these are woven into written discourse in support for their inferred overall conclusion (e.g., Nussbaum & Schraw, 2007). This stands in contrast to inference-based assessments in extant research that place relatively lower demands on learners to assess and integrate their learned knowledge, even though such assessments commonly involve the flexible and generative use of information when, for example, responding to multiple-choice questions that require synthesizing two or more ideas from a studied text (e.g., McDaniel et al., 2009; Nguyen & McDaniel, 2016). Accordingly, in view of the mixed evidence for the benefits of retrieval practice alone in enhancing inference performance, whether this same learning strategy may boost the relatively more complex educational outcome of integrative argumentation is, by logical extension, even more controversial.

In sum, while retrieval practice may improve retention of learned information related to an argumentative text, it may not necessarily lead to better integrative argumentation performance if it did not also orient learners’ attention toward higher order processing that is crucial for a more holistic understanding of the text. We pursued this hypothesis through two experiments.

Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, learners were presented with an argumentative text that described arguments for and against an issue, and were randomly assigned to either restudy the text (repeated study condition) or practice retrieving the text’s content from memory (retrieval practice condition). All learners then returned to the lab a week later, during which they were first trained on integrative argumentation. Learners then recalled, in a final integrative argumentation test, the arguments and counterarguments from the text they had studied in the previous week, and wrote an integrative conclusion using the argumentation skills they had learned during training.

In line with existing argumentation research (e.g., Nussbaum & Edwards, 2011; Nussbaum & Kardash, 2005; Nussbaum & Schraw, 2007), we examined the effects of retrieval practice on (a) learners’ long-term retention of verbatim knowledge on the final test in correctly recalling idea units from the studied argumentative text and (b) their integrative argumentation performance (i.e., use of integrative stratagems when integrating arguments and counterarguments).

We made two predictions. First, practicing retrieval of the argumentative text during learning would lead to a higher number of idea units recalled during the final test, as opposed to repeatedly studying the text. Second, given our conjecture that retrieval practice may not necessarily boost integrative argumentation performance if, crucially, it did not also judiciously orient learners’ attention during learning, retrieval practice alone would confer limited benefits on participants’ abilities to use integrative stratagems in their written responses.

Method

Participants. Fifty-nine undergraduate students (37 were female) between 19 and 29 years of age (M = 22.03, SD = 2.03) from the National University of Singapore (NUS) participated in the experiment. All participants spoke English as their first language and received either course credit or monetary reimburse-
ment for their participation. In both reported experiments, the target sample size of 25 participants per condition was determined based on prior studies on retrieval practice (e.g., Karpicke & Blunt, 2011; McDaniel et al., 2009). We have also reported all measures, conditions, and data exclusions for both experiments. This research was conducted with the appropriate ethics-review-board approval by the NUS, and participants provided their written informed consent.

**Design.** The single between-subjects factor of interest was learning condition, in which participants were randomly assigned either to the repeated study or retrieval practice condition. Participants’ performance on a written integrative argumentation test administered one week later was assessed. The dependent variables were the total number of idea units that participants correctly recalled, and the number of integrative stratagems that they used.

**Materials.**

**Argumentative text.** The debate on the introduction of Daylight Saving Time (DST) in Japan served as the topic of the argumentative text. Adapted from Kobayashi (2010), the text contained arguments for and against DST that were organized in two columns, respectively (available in the online supplemental materials: see “Argumentative Text on Daylight Saving Time”). Both positions were matched on the number of words (“for” DST: 233 words vs. “against” DST: 237 words) and idea units (“for” DST: 26 idea units vs. “against” DST: 25 idea units).

**Preexperiment questionnaires.** Prior to attending the experiment, participants completed three questionnaires that measured potential covariates, including their need for cognition, epistemological understanding, and English language proficiency.

As an assessment of their need for cognition, participants completed the short form of the Need for Cognition Scale (NFC; Cacioppo, Petty, & Kao, 1984), which contains 18 items that measure the degree to which one tends to engage in and enjoy effortful cognitive activities (Cacioppo, Petty, Feinstein, & Jarvis, 1996). NFC has been found to positively predict the number of arguments that participants recall (e.g., Cacioppo, Petty, & Morris, 1983). Sample items include “I would prefer complex to simple problems” and “I like tasks that require little thought once I’ve learned them” (reverse-scored). Participants performed all ratings on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = extremely uncharacteristic; 5 = extremely characteristic).

The 15-item Epistemological Understanding Scale (Kuhn, Cheney, & Weinstock, 2000) was used as a measure of epistemological understanding—beliefs about knowing and knowledge. The scale assesses individual differences in levels of epistemological understanding (absolutist, multiplist, or evaluativist) across five domains: personal taste (e.g., “Robin says the stew is spicy vs. Chris says the stew is not spicy at all”), aesthetic judgments (e.g., “Robin thinks the first painting they look at is better vs. Chris thinks the second painting they look at is better”), value judgments (e.g., “Robin thinks lying is wrong vs. Chris thinks lying is permissible in certain situations”), judgments of truth about the social world (e.g., “Robin agrees with one book’s explanation of how children learn language vs. Chris agrees with another book’s explanation of how children learn language”), and judgments of truth about the physical world (e.g., “Robin believes one book’s explanation of how the brain works vs. Chris believes another book’s explanation of how the brain works”). After being presented with two contradicting statements in each scale item, participants were to decide if “only one could be right” (absolutist answers, scored as 1 point) or if “both could have some rightness.” If the latter option was chosen, participants were then asked to decide if “one could not be more right than the other” (multiplist answers, scored as 2 points) or “one could be more right than the other” (evaluativist answers, scored as 3 points). The maximum possible score was 45. Epistemological understanding has been found to predict argumentation skills (e.g., Mason & Scirica, 2006) and influence students’ critical interpretation of a dual-position text (e.g., Mason & Boscolo, 2004).

In addition, participants’ English language proficiency was assessed through 10 questions adapted from the Verbal Reasoning section of the GRE. The maximum possible score was 10.

**Prelearning questionnaire.** At the start of the experiment, participants read an introductory paragraph on DST (adapted from Kobayashi, 2010; available in the online supplemental materials: see “Introductory Paragraph on Daylight Saving Time”) before rating their prior attitude toward DST on four items: (a) “Daylight Saving Time should be introduced in Japan.” (b) “Japanese society will greatly benefit from Daylight Saving Time,” (c) “The introduction of Daylight Saving Time will bring a lot of problems to Japanese society,” and (d) “Daylight Saving Time is unsuitable for Japan.” All ratings were made on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree). Negative items were reverse-scored.

At the same time, participants’ prior familiarity with DST was assessed via two items: (a) “How familiar are you with Daylight Saving Time?” and (b) “How familiar are you with the controversy over the introduction of Daylight Saving Time in Japan?” Participants indicated their responses on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = not familiar at all; 7 = extremely familiar). Participants also rated the personal importance of DST to them on a 7-point scale (1 = not important at all; 7 = extremely important): “How personally important is the introduction of Daylight Saving Time in Japan to you?”

**Postlearning questionnaire.** A four-item postlearning questionnaire was administered after the learning phase. Specifically, participants rated on a 7-point Likert scale the extent to which the text was interesting (1 = not interesting at all; 7 = extremely interesting) and understandable (1 = not understandable at all; 7 = extremely understandable). Participants also rated their prior knowledge of the text content on a 7-point scale (1 = not very much; 7 = very much): “How much information in the text did you know prior to reading it?” and “How well did you know the subject matter covered in the text prior to reading it?”

**Integrative argumentation training.** To ensure that all participants understood what was required of them in integrative argumentation, they were trained using printed materials adapted from Nussbaum (2008) and Nussbaum and Schraw’s (2007) argument criteria training protocol (available in the online supplemental materials: see all “Integrative Argumentation Training” handouts). Specifically, arguments and counterarguments, as well as refutation, weighing, and design claim strategies, were introduced and explained to all participants using an issue that was unrelated to DST (“Should candy be banned from school?”), with an example of each strategy provided. Participants were also given a written sample of how the three strategies could be used in combination to form an integrative conclusion. Following this, participants were given another issue (“Should the university lease personal parking
spaces?”) and were asked to practice writing a response using the three strategies and forming an integrative conclusion on a lined handout.

After participants had completed their practice responses, they were presented with a printed handout containing four sample integrative conclusions that ranged from low to high quality, with an accompanying explanation of each sample conclusion’s strengths and/or weaknesses. Participants were also explicitly instructed on the qualities of good integrative argumentation (e.g., a clear position, adequate supporting reasons, counterargumentation, integrative final conclusion, and essay organization) using Nussbaum and Schraw’s (2007) “Criteria for a Good Argument” handout.

**Final integrative argumentation test.** To facilitate all participants’ planning of their integrative argumentation responses on the final test, they were provided with an argumentation vee diagram (AVD) that served as a graphic organizer. Adapted from Novak and Gowin (1984), the AVD is a visual aid that is shaped like a V and is meant to direct learners’ focus to a central question while reducing cognitive load when helping them to organize arguments and counterarguments. For example, consider the question that all participants were presented with during their integrative argumentation training: “Should candy be banned from school?” (see Figure 1).

Using the AVD, arguments for and against banning candy can be organized side-by-side to facilitate comparisons between opposing sides, with prompts (“Which side is stronger, and why?” and “Is there an ‘in-between’ solution?”) included to guide learners’ consideration and adoption of integrative stratagems (e.g., Nussbaum, 2008; Nussbaum & Schraw, 2007). Providing scaffolding through the AVD has been found to enhance integrative argumentation when delivered in conjunction with direct instruction on integrating arguments and counterarguments (Nussbaum, 2008).

**Procedure.** The experiment comprised two phases: learning and testing. Both phases were conducted 1 week apart, and participants were run in groups of three or fewer. Before attending the experiment, participants were asked to complete the preexperiment questionnaires that were administered online.

**Learning phase.** Upon their arrival at the laboratory, participants were told that they would be studying a text, and that they should study the text to the best of their ability knowing that they will need the information for a later test. Participants were not informed of the specific nature of the test.

Participants then read an introductory paragraph on DST (adapted from Kobayashi, 2010) and completed the prelearning questionnaire. Following which, participants were presented with the argumentative text on DST. In the retrieval practice condition, participants studied the text for 7 min, practiced retrieving the material for 7 min without reference to the text, restudied the text for 7 min, and practiced retrieving again for 7 min (as in Karpicke & Blunt, 2011). During retrieval, participants were given a blank sheet of paper and were instructed to write down as much information from the text as they could recall. Participants were also told that the information could be paraphrased, recalled in any order, or written in point form. Conversely, in the repeated study

---

**TABLE 1.** Sample argumentation vee diagram (AVD) adapted from Nussbaum (2008) and Nussbaum and Schraw (2007).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARGUMENTS</th>
<th>QUESTION</th>
<th>COUNTERARGUMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Candy should be banned from school because it makes children overly active and hurts concentration.</td>
<td>Should candy be banned from school?</td>
<td>Candy should not be banned as it can be given as immediate incentives. Giving children immediate incentives can make them more satisfied and ready to learn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is also unhealthy, and schools should not promote consumption of food products that are high in sugar content.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 1. Sample argumentation vee diagram (AVD) adapted from Nussbaum (2008) and Nussbaum and Schraw (2007).
condition, participants studied the text in each of the four 7-min blocks. This procedure ensured that the total learning duration was exactly matched across both the repeated study and retrieval practice conditions. After completing the learning task, participants filled in the post-learning questionnaire. They were then thanked and dismissed.

**Testing phase.** One week later, participants returned for the testing phase of the experiment. They first underwent a training session on written integrative argumentation, in which they received a handout that introduced arguments and counterarguments using the issue of “Should candy be banned from school?” and that also explained and provided examples of how argumentation strategies could be used to write an integrative conclusion. All training instructions were verbally reinforced by the experimenter. Participants were then given 10 min to practice using the argumentation strategies and writing an integrative conclusion in response to the issue of “Should the university lease personal parking spaces?” Upon completion of their practice responses on a lined handout, participants were given the “Criteria for a Good Argument” handout (Nussbaum & Schraw, 2007), as well as a handout containing four sample integrative conclusions and accompanying explanations of their respective strengths and/or weaknesses. The experimenter verbally explained all instructions, and participants were asked to consider if the practice responses they had just written included all components of good integrative argumentation.

After completing the training session, participants were given 20 min to complete the final test without access to the argumentative text on DST; they were asked to use the material they had learned in the previous week to answer the question, “Should Daylight Saving Time be introduced in Japan?” Specifically, participants were instructed to recall arguments and counterarguments from the text they had studied and write them down on a blank AVD that was provided as a planning device, before writing an integrative conclusion in a blank text box using the argumentation skills they had learned during the training session (the full instructions are detailed in the online supplemental materials: see “Integrative Argumentation Final Test Instructions [Experiment 1]”). Finally, participants provided their demographic information, and were debriefed and reimbursed accordingly.

**Results**

**Scoring.** Scoring procedures were based on those developed by Nussbaum and Kardash (2005), Nussbaum and Schraw (2007), and Nussbaum and Edwards (2011), and included scoring participants’ argumentation responses based on (a) the total idea units that they correctly recalled and (b) the total number of integrative stratagems that they used. Raters were trained to identify the types of stratagems. Two raters first independently scored five out of the 59 responses. Discrepancies between the two raters were then reviewed and resolved through discussion to reach 100% agreement. A further 15 responses were then independently scored by both raters. Interrater reliability was high (α = .93). Discrepancies were further reviewed and resolved to yield 100% agreement. Given the good interrater agreement, the remaining responses were scored by one rater.

**Total idea units.** As a measure of recall performance, participants’ final test responses were scored based on the total number of idea units included. The argumentative text was decomposed into 51 idea units, and one point was awarded for each idea unit that participants correctly recalled. Idea units had to be recalled without losing their original meaning. For example, for the idea unit “people will return from work before dark,” a response that simply mentioned “people go home earlier” without specifying that it was “before dark” or “in daylight” would not earn any points.

**Integrative stratagems.** As a measure of participants’ integrative argumentation performance, their responses were additionally scored for the number of integrative stratagems used, including those that involved weighing (i.e., contrasting the relative merits of an argument or counterargument) and design claims (i.e., proposing a new alternative solution or creating an in-between position).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integrative stratagem:</td>
<td></td>
<td>“It could be argued that Daylight Saving Time (DST) impacts the lifestyle of many and causes sleep disorders with the shifting time patterns. However, the human body is capable of adapting to much more adverse conditions than a change of a mere few hours to the body clock. The benefits of adopting a healthier lifestyle outweigh the possible negative impact on the body clock.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighing</td>
<td>Contrasting the relative merits of an argument or counterargument</td>
<td>“In the long run, the benefits that DST brings about, including economic growth from key sectors such as tourism, will outweigh the costs it has for transportation and financial institutions.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrative stratagem: Design</td>
<td>Developing an in-between position that combines the merits of both sides</td>
<td>“DST can be introduced in Japan, but the government must also implement laws and policies to regulate work and school culture, and ensure that people leave the office and school at a certain time.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>claims</td>
<td></td>
<td>“A more practical solution would be to look at other sources of generating electricity, such as through solar panels, to reduce energy consumption in the summer.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

**Explanations and Examples of Coding Categories**
Explanations and examples of the coding categories are detailed in Table 1.

**Preliminary analyses.** Independent-samples *t* tests were conducted to assess statistical equivalence between the repeated study and retrieval practice groups on their responses to the preexperiment, prelearning, and postlearning questionnaires. Means and standard deviations are presented in Table 2.

Both groups were comparable on their mean NFC scores, epistemological understanding scores, GRE scores, mean prior familiarity with DST, personal importance of DST, ratings of text interestingness and understandability, as well as mean prior knowledge of the text content, all *p*s > .05. However, participants in the retrieval practice condition (*M* = 4.53, *SD* = 0.95) reported significantly more favorable mean prior attitudes toward the introduction of DST in Japan, as compared to participants in the repeated study condition (*M* = 4.03, *SD* = 0.91), *t*(57) = −2.03, *p* = .047, *d* = 0.54.

We further examined the correlations between participants’ responses on the preexperiment, prelearning, and postlearning questionnaires and their final test performance, including total idea units and use of integrative stratagems. Participants’ GRE scores positively correlated with the number of integrative stratagems they used, *r* = .33, *p* = .012. No other questionnaire items significantly correlated with the final test performance variables, all *p*s > .05. Based on these observations, we controlled for participants’ GRE scores and mean prior attitudes toward DST in our subsequent main analyses.

**Main analyses.**

**Total idea units.** A one-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was conducted with participants’ total idea units recalled as the dependent variable, learning method (repeated study vs. retrieval practice) as the independent variable, and participants’ GRE scores and mean prior attitudes toward DST as covariates. To first check the homogeneity of slopes assumption, interactions between each of the two covariates with learning method were entered into the model, alongside the main effects. None of the interactions were significant, all *p*s > .05, indicating that the homogeneity of slopes assumption had been met. The interaction terms were then removed from the model, which was reestimated.

Consistent with our prediction, participants in the retrieval practice condition (*M*<sub>adj</sub> = 11.02) recalled significantly more idea units than did those in the repeated study condition (*M*<sub>adj</sub> = 7.12), even after controlling for GRE scores and mean prior attitudes toward DST, *F*(1, 55) = 15.21, *MSE* = 13.73, *p* < .001, η<sup>2</sup>*p* = .22.

**Integrative stratagems.** A one-way ANCOVA was performed on the number of integrative stratagems that participants used in their responses, with the same two covariates and learning method as the independent variable. After ascertaining that the homogeneity of slopes assumption had not been violated, we found that the number of integrative stratagems that participants used, indeed, did not significantly differ across the retrieval practice (*M*<sub>adj</sub> = 1.55) and repeated study (*M*<sub>adj</sub> = 1.31) conditions after controlling for GRE scores and mean prior attitudes toward DST, *F*(1, 55) = 0.93, *MSE* = 0.84, *p* = .34, η<sup>2</sup>*p* = .017.

**Discussion**

Consistent with a growing base of literature showing that testing promotes long-term retention of knowledge (e.g., Dunlosky et al., 2013; Karpicke, 2017; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006a, 2006b), we found that retrieval practice significantly enhanced participants’ verbatim recall performance relative to repeated study, as assessed by the total number of idea units they recalled from the argumentative text. However, we found no evidence that retrieval practice led to the use of more integrative stratagems in learners’ responses. Although retrieval practice as implemented in the present experiment improved learners’ memory of the argumentative text content, it did not yield better integration of arguments and counterarguments. To explicate this finding, one potential account is that while learners’ metacognition accuracy of surface-level propositional representations may have benefited from retrieval practice that increased their metacognitive awareness of what they do not know or remember (e.g., Little & McDaniel, 2015), the same may not have applied to the accuracy of their global-level situation models related to their overall understanding of the text (e.g., Nguyen & McDaniel, 2016). In particular, when engaging in retrieval practice in the present experiment, learners simply wrote down as much information as they could recall from the argumentative text. Such retrieval did not involve focusing learners’ attention on the critical higher order learning outcome of integrative argumentation and orienting learners toward global-level situation model processing that is presumably crucial to achieve this desired learning outcome (e.g., Nguyen & McDaniel, 2016).

Accordingly, one potential solution to improve the usefulness of retrieval practice in enhancing integrative argumentation is to supplement it with a metacognition monitoring intervention that guides learners to consider the intended higher order educational outcome and whether they are adequately prepared to meet that outcome. Experiment 2 tested this possibility.

### Experiment 2

Learners’ metacognition monitoring during retrieval practice can be facilitated through making metacognitive judgments before restudy that direct them toward global-level situation model processing. For instance, Nguyen and McDaniel (2016) found that instructing learners to make judgments of inferencing (JOIs; i.e.,
judgments about their mental models and how well they can apply their learned knowledge) alerted them to gaps in their comprehension when restudying a text after a retrieval attempt. In their study, participants read a technical text passage about brakes/pumps, and were asked to make JOIs related to “how well they knew how brakes/pumps work,” “how likely they were able to distinguish between the different types of brakes/pumps,” and “how likely they were able to help a friend who has problems with their brakes/pumps.” Notably, retrieval practice that was augmented with JOIs produced superior inference performance on questions that required integrating knowledge from different paragraphs and prior knowledge, relative to a control notetaking condition that was similarly paired with JOIs. Conversely, this advantage over notetaking was not observed for a standard retrieval practice condition that did not include JOIs. Presumably, making JOIs after retrieval stimulated participants to engage in additional global-level situation model processing during restudy that was oriented toward the intended learning outcome of inferencing, thereby enhancing their inference performance. In contrast, learners who made JOIs after notetaking spent less time studying the text during restudy—without the metacognitive benefits of retrieval practice in highlighting gaps in their knowledge, learners’ higher sense of subjective fluency during their initial study may have inflated their perceived understanding of the text, such that they underutilized the restudy period and subsequently displayed poorer inference performance despite being oriented toward global-level situation model processing via JOIs (Nguyen & McDaniel, 2016).

Interestingly, Nguyen and McDaniel (2016) further found that learners’ inference performance was superior after engaging in retrieval practice that had been augmented with JOIs rather than JOLs, although both conditions produced comparable free recall performance. Whereas JOIs involve asking learners to judge how well they can apply their knowledge, JOIs involve asking learners to judge how well they have learned the material or how well they have remembered the information (e.g., Koriat, 1997). While JOIs have been reported to confer learning benefits when they lead to adaptive studying (for a review, see Schwartz & Metcalfe, 2017), such judgments appear to be less effective for more complex tasks such as inferencing, given that JOIs only assess the degree of material learned or remembered, and may thus be inadequate to push learners’ monitoring of learning toward global-level situation model processing (Nguyen & McDaniel, 2016).

Judgments of Higher Order Learning (JOLs+)

Taken together, extant research provides a logical basis to expect that learners’ integrative argumentation performance can potentially be enhanced through retrieval practice paired with metacomprehension judgments that orient their attention to the critical elements required to achieve the desired higher order learning outcome, beyond merely judging the extent to which they remember or understand learned information (i.e., JOLs). We termed such metacomprehension judgments JOLs+, which refer collectively to judgments related to any intended higher order learning outcome, and can thus be broadly applied to diverse educational contexts that encompass, for instance, making inferences from learned information (i.e., JOIs), and even creating novel products. In the present research, however, we focused on JOLs+ applied to integrative argumentation as the key higher order learning outcome of interest. Specifically, we developed JOLs+ questions that guided learners toward the multiple complex processes required for effective integrative argumentation, such as addressing counterarguments, weighing arguments and counterarguments, and creating compromises or novel alternative solutions to reconcile opposing sides.

In Experiment 2, we adapted Nguye and McDaniel’s (2016) paradigm to investigate whether the use of retrieval practice augmented with JOLs+ that involved assessing one’s knowledge related to integrative argumentation would drive an increase in learners’ use of integrative stratagems, as compared to retrieval practice paired with the traditional judgments of learning (i.e., JOLs), as well as a control condition in which learners engaged in notetaking instead of retrieval, but were also tasked to make JOLs+. As in Experiment 1, we further assessed the total number of idea units that participants recalled in their responses.

At the same time, we introduced an improvement to the integrative argumentation training that all participants received. Specifically, whereas learners in Experiment 1 received a lined handout when practicing integrative argumentation during training and a blank AVD as a planning device during the final test, participants in Experiment 2 received a blank AVD with five “critical questions” added to provide better scaffolding during both training and their planning of responses on the final test. Indeed, Nussbaum and Edwards (2011) have found that guiding learners to answer critical questions during classroom verbal discussions directs students toward adopting more integrative stratagems. Rooted in Walton’s (1996) dialogue theory, critical questions involve creating a burden of proof that encourages learners to determine the strength of an argument. An example of the use of a critical question is:

Claim: Drinking diet soda will cause cancer.

Supporting Reason: Dr. Tan says so.

Critical Question: Is Dr. Tan an expert in nutrition or other health-related disciplines?

Answer: No, he specializes in computer engineering.

Refutation: Then your argument is flawed because Dr. Tan does not have expertise in the domain that he is making claims about.

As illustrated in this example, critical questions such as “Is the argument unlikely?” or “Is there another likely explanation?” facilitate learners’ use of balanced reasoning.

We made two predictions. First, both retrieval practice conditions would yield a basic recall advantage in terms of the total number of idea units in learners’ argumentative responses, as compared to notetaking (with JOLs+); recall performance would not differ across both retrieval practice (with JOLs vs. JOLs+) conditions. Second, and more important, retrieval practice coupled with JOLs+ would lead to greater use of integrative stratagems, as compared to retrieval practice with JOIs or to notetaking with JOLs+; the latter two conditions would not differ in this aspect (i.e., in enhancing integrative argumentation performance, retrieval practice and JOLs+ must be adopted in tandem; see the introduction).
Method

Participants. Seventy-eight students (60 were female) aged between 19 and 30 ($M = 21.80$, $SD = 1.79$) from the NUS participated in the study for either course credit or cash payment.

Design. The study used a between-subjects design with learning strategy (retrieval-JOLs vs. retrieval-JOLs+ vs. notetaking-JOLs+) as the independent variable of interest. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the three learning conditions. The dependent variable was performance on an integrative argumentation test, as assessed via the total number of idea units that participants correctly recalled and the number of integrative strategies they used.

Materials.

Argumentative text. The same argumentative text from Experiment 1 on the introduction of DST in Japan was used in this study.

Metacomprehension monitoring interventions. To facilitate metacomprehension monitoring during participants’ learning of the argumentative text, both JOLs and JOLs+ questions were designed. JOLs questions (as adapted from Nguyen & McDaniel, 2016) asked learners to make a general estimate of how well they had learned the text on a scale from 0 (definitely will not) to 100 (definitely will), including (a) “How well do you think you understood the text?” (b) “How likely are you to remember this text on a future test?” and (c) “How much do you think you have learned about the case for/against Daylight Saving Time in Japan?”

In contrast, JOLs+ questions asked learners for a general estimate of their knowledge related to the higher order learning outcome of integrative argumentation. Specifically, learners were asked to respond to the following questions: (a) “How difficult do you think it is to argue the case for/against Daylight Saving Time in Japan?” (rated from 0 = definitely not difficult to 100 = definitely difficult), (b) “How confident do you think you are in arguing the case for/against Daylight Saving Time in Japan?” (rated from 0 = definitely not confident to 100 = definitely confident), (c) “If you are asked to argue for/against Daylight Saving Time in Japan, how well do you think you can (i) address the counter claims to your claims, (ii) argue that one claim is weaker than another claim, (iii) comment on the benefits and costs of a claim, or the benefits and costs of one claim compared to another, (iv) create novel solutions to resolve the arguments on both sides of the issue?” (each item rated 0 = definitely not well to 100 = definitely well).

Preexperiment questionnaires. As in Experiment 1, prior to attending the experiment, participants completed online questionnaires that assessed their need for cognition, epistemological understanding, and English language proficiency through the short-form of the NFC scale (Cacioppo et al., 1984), Epistemological Understanding Scale (Kuhn et al., 2000), and 10 questions adapted from the Verbal Reasoning section of the GRE, respectively.

Prelearning questionnaire. At the start of the experiment, participants’ prior attitude toward DST and prior familiarity with DST, as well as the personal importance of DST to participants, were measured using the same questionnaire as in Experiment 1.

Postlearning questionnaire. A four-item questionnaire identical to that in Experiment 1 was administered after the learning phase to assess how interesting and understandable participants found the argumentative text to be, as well as their prior knowledge of the text content.

Integrative argumentation training. Before embarking on the final test, participants were trained on written integrative argumentation. The training procedure was identical to that in Experiment 1, with a few refinements. Specifically, when practicing integrative argumentation in response to the issue of “Should the university lease personal parking spaces?” all participants were provided with an AVD as a graphic organizer to form their arguments, counterarguments, and integrative conclusion. Five critical questions (adapted from Nussbaum & Edwards, 2011) were also added to the AVD as prompts to guide all participants’ written responses: (a) “Are any of the arguments not as important as others?” (b) “Are any of the arguments unlikely?” (c) “Is there a creative solution to any problem raised?” (d) “Is the creative solution practical (consider costs)?” and (e) “For any argument, can you think of any examples to the contrary, or other likely explanations?” Such scaffolding was intended to better guide participants’ learning of integrative argumentation (e.g., Nussbaum & Edwards, 2011), in contrast to the simple lined handout that had been used in Experiment 1. After writing their practice responses, participants were then provided with a printed handout containing three sample integrative conclusions that outlined weak to strong responses, alongside explanations of each conclusion’s strengths and/or weaknesses (available in the online supplemental materials: see all “Integrative Argumentation Training” handouts).

Final integrative argumentation test. As a planning device, all participants were provided with a blank AVD similar to that in Experiment 1 but with the five critical questions added as prompts, before they typed out their responses on the final integrative argumentation test.

Procedure. As in Experiment 1, participants were instructed to complete the preexperiment questionnaires before attending the study. Upon arrival at the laboratory, all participants were first asked to complete the prelearning questionnaire after reading the same introductory paragraph on DST (adapted from Kobayashi, 2010) that had been used in Experiment 1. Participants then proceeded to complete the study’s two phases: learning and testing.

Learning phase. Participants were randomly assigned to study the argumentative text on DST in Japan using either the retrieval-JOLs, retrieval-JOLs+, or notetaking-JOLs+ method. In the retrieval-JOLS condition, participants were asked to study the text for 7 min, practice written free recall without reference to the text for 7 min, answer the JOLS questions, and then restudy the text for 7 min (e.g., Nguyen & McDaniel, 2016). The retrieval-JOLs+ condition was identical to the retrieval-JOLS condition, except that participants responded to the JOLS+ questions (instead of the JOLS questions) after the free-recall task. In the notetaking-JOLS+ condition, participants studied the text for 7 min, restudied the text for another 7 min, answered the JOLS+ questions and, finally, restudied the text for 7 min; participants in this condition were also allowed to take notes (e.g., by highlighting or writing on the text) during their study. After the learning task, all participants completed the postlearning questionnaire, before immediately proceeding to the testing phase of the experiment (as in Nguyen & McDaniel, 2016).

Testing phase. All participants were told that they would be expected to type out an integrative answer to an argu
question, and that they would be guided on the basics of written argumentation and the use of argumentation stratagems. Participants then went through training on written integrative argumentation.

At the end of the training, all participants were given 20 min to type out an answer to “Should Daylight Saving Time be introduced in Japan?” They were reminded to include as much information as possible, involve both arguments and counterarguments, and to incorporate all strategies taught for strong argumentation (the full instructions are detailed in the online supplemental materials: see “Integrative Argumentation Final Test Instructions [Experiment 2]”). A blank AVD with critical questions added as prompts was provided for all participants to plan their answer. Upon completion of the argumentative writing task, all participants were thanked and reimbursed accordingly for their participation.

Results

Scoring. As in Experiment 1, participants’ responses were scored based on the total number of idea units that were correctly recalled and the number of integrative (i.e., weighing and design claims) stratagems used. Two raters first independently scored 18 out of the 78 responses. There was high interrater reliability (α = .95). Discrepancies between the two raters were then reviewed and resolved through discussion to reach 100% agreement, and the remaining scripts were scored by one rater.

Preliminary analyses. One-way analyses of variance were conducted to assess statistical equivalence across all three learning conditions on their responses to the preexperiment, prelearning, and postlearning questionnaires. Means and standard deviations are presented in Table 3. There were no significant differences across the three groups on all questionnaire items, including: mean NFC scores, epistemological understanding scores, GRE scores, mean prior attitudes toward DST, mean prior familiarity with DST, personal importance of DST, ratings of text interestingness and understandability, and mean prior knowledge of the text content, all ps > .05.

We further examined correlations between participants’ responses on the preexperiment, prelearning, and postlearning questionnaires and their final test performance, including total idea units and the number of integrative stratagems used. There was a significant positive correlation between participants’ GRE scores and the number of integrative stratagems in their responses, r = .24, p = .038, indicating that better English language proficiency is associated with greater use of integrative stratagems. In addition, participants’ ratings of text understandability positively correlated with the number of integrative stratagems they used, r = .24, p = .036. No other correlations with the final test performance variables were significant, all ps > .05. Based on these observations, we controlled for participants’ GRE scores and ratings of text understandability in our subsequent main analyses.

Main analyses.

Total idea units. A one-way ANCOVA was performed with participants’ total idea units as the dependent variable, learning condition as the independent variable, and participants’ GRE scores and ratings of text understandability as covariates. After ascertaining that the homogeneity of slopes assumption had been met, we found a significant effect of learning condition, F(2, 73) = 13.22, MSE = 18.42, p < .001, ηp² = .27. Pairwise comparisons revealed that participants in the retrieval-JOLs (Madj = 13.56) and retrieval-JOLs+ (Madj = 10.68) conditions recalled significantly more idea units than did participants in the notetaking-JOLs+ condition (Madj = 7.42), p < .001, d = 1.43, and p = .011, d = 0.76, respectively, even after controlling for GRE scores and ratings of text understandability. In addition, participants in the retrieval-JOLs condition displayed significantly better recall of the idea units than did their counterparts in the retrieval-JOLs+ condition, p = .022, d = 0.67.

Integrative stratagems. The number of integrative stratagems that participants used was analyzed through a one-way ANCOVA with learning condition as the independent variable, and participants’ GRE scores and ratings of text understandability as covariates. After checking that the homogeneity of slopes assumption had been met, we found a significant effect of learning condition after controlling for both covariates, F(2, 73) = 11.52, MSE = 1.94, p < .001, ηp² = .24. Pairwise comparisons revealed that participants in the retrieval-JOLs+ condition (Madj = 3.91) used significantly more integrative stratagems in their argumentation responses, as compared to participants in the retrieval-JOLs (Madj = 2.69) and notetaking-JOLs+ (Madj = 1.97) conditions, p = .003, d = 0.88, and p < .001, d = 1.39, respectively. There was no significant difference between the number of integrative stratagems used by participants in the retrieval-JOLs and notetaking-JOLs+ conditions, p = .066, d = 0.52. Importantly, these trends persisted even after additionally controlling for the total number of idea units in participants’ argumentation responses as a third covariate through a one-way ANCOVA, F(2, 72) = 10.33, MSE = 1.85, p < .001, ηp² = .22, suggesting that the present effects were not attributable to factual recall, per se. Pairwise comparisons indicated that participants in the retrieval-JOLs+ condition (Madj = 3.90) used significantly more integrative stratagems compared to those in the retrieval-JOLs (Madj = 2.45) and notetaking-JOLs+ (Madj = 2.22) conditions, p = .001, d = 1.06, and p < .001, d = 1.24, respectively. Participants in the retrieval-JOLs and notetaking-JOLs+ conditions did not significantly differ in the number of integrative stratagems they used, p = .60, d = 0.17.

Table 3

Means and Standard Deviations of Participants’ Responses on Preexperiment, Prelearning, and Postlearning Questionnaires (Experiment 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Retrieval-JOLs</th>
<th>Retrieval-JOLs+</th>
<th>Notetaking-JOLs+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for cognition</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epistemological understanding</td>
<td>34.27</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>34.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English proficiency (GRE)</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior attitude toward DST</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>4.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior familiarity with DST</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal importance of DST</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text interestingness</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>4.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text understandability</td>
<td>6.19</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>6.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior knowledge of text content</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. N = 78. DST = Daylight Saving Time. Mean scores were computed for need for cognition, prior attitude toward DST, prior familiarity with DST, and prior knowledge of text content.


Discussion

Replicating our findings from Experiment 1 and many other demonstrations of the benefits of testing for memory retention and meaningful learning (e.g., Karpicke, 2012; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006a, 2006b), we found that retrieval practice produced better recall of the content of an argumentative text, as opposed to a notetaking condition that did not include retrieval during studying. More crucially, the key finding from Experiment 2 was that retrieval practice paired with JOLs led to superior integrative argumentation performance as assessed by learners’ greater use of integrative stratagems, relative to retrieval practice with JOLs or notetaking with JOLs+. Importantly, this improvement in integrative argumentation cannot be attributed to the sheer quantity of information that learners remembered from the argumentative text, given that the improvement persisted even after controlling for the number of idea units that participants correctly recalled. In fact, verbatim recall of idea units from the argumentative text was better when retrieval practice had been supplemented with JOLs than with JOLs+. Simply put, despite recalling relatively fewer idea units, retrieval-JOLs+ participants effectively used more integrative stratagems in their argumentative responses than did retrieval-JOLs participants. This suggests that the benefits of making JOLs+, as opposed to JOLs, during retrieval practice were specific to the targeted higher order learning outcome—retrieval-JOLs+ participants outperformed those in the retrieval-JOLs condition on a measure of integrative argumentation.

General Discussion

In two experiments, we investigated the extent to which retrieval practice boosts the complex, meaningful learning outcome of integrative argumentation. We predicted and subsequently showed that retrieval practice on its own was insufficient to improve learners’ integration of arguments and counterarguments relative to repeated study, although it enhanced verbatim recall of information from a studied argumentative text (Experiment 1). Crucially, however, the benefits of retrieval practice for integrative argumentation emerged when it was supplemented with a metacomprehension monitoring intervention (JOLs+) that directs learners’ attention to the critical elements of the intended higher order learning outcome of integrative argumentation (Experiment 2). Specifically, learners who had practiced retrieving an argumentative text and made JOLs+ before they restudied the text subsequently achieved greater success in using more integrative stratagems, as compared to learners who had similarly practiced retrieval but made JOLs that merely involved assessing the degree of material learned or remembered, or to learners who had engaged in notetaking (a relatively more active learning strategy than repeated studying) with JOLs+. Moreover, it is noteworthy that this advantage persisted even after controlling for the number of idea units in learners’ responses, suggesting that this effect was not simply due to learners remembering more verbatim information from the text (i.e., purely recalling more content from the text did not enable learners to use more integrative stratagems with the additional content).

Our findings are in line with some recent studies that have reported the limited benefits of retrieval practice alone on higher order criterial tests that involve inferencing, beyond memory-based criterial tests (e.g., McDaniel et al., 2009; Nguyen & McDaniel, 2016). In particular, for assessments requiring inferential knowledge, retrieval practice by itself was reportedly inadequate if learners focused primarily on surface-level text-based information. Likewise, in the present research, retrieval practice alone fell short in boosting integrative argumentation, which involves relatively more complex processes such as critically evaluating and weighing arguments and counterarguments, before inferring an integrative conclusion. Rather, supplementing retrieval practice with a metacomprehension monitoring intervention (JOLs+) that directs learners’ attention to the intended higher order learning outcome may alert them to internally assess their global-level situation models of their overall understanding of the to-be-learned material (e.g., Nguyen & McDaniel, 2016). This may, in turn, guide learners to more effectively direct their attentional resources toward additional global-level situation model processing during restudy, which then promotes better use of integrative stratagems when constructing their final argumentative responses. Conversely, learners in our study who practiced retrieval and completed JOLs may have continued to focus on additional surface-level text-based processing during their restudy opportunity, such that they displayed only better verbatim recall but not integrative argumentation performance. In other words, these learners may have continued to err in their learning strategy relative to the crucial higher order educational goal, thereby failing it. While committing and correcting errors has been shown to be beneficial in a variety of learning contexts (see Metcalfe, 2017, for a review), the implication is that learners should further be guided to recognize and rectify their erroneous learning strategy in a way that serves the specific educational goal directly.

We demonstrated that JOLs+ can enhance integrative argumentation—a complex measure of meaningful learning that requires not only inferencing information from an argumentative text, but also evaluating and integrating arguments and counterarguments into cohesive and persuasive statements. Moreover, it is worth noting that learners in our study displayed significant improvements in their integrative argumentation performance within a single session. Hence, retrieval practice with JOLs+ is not only effective but, in this regard, also efficient in enhancing students’ integrative argumentation. Accordingly, it may be worthwhile to consider how this learning strategy can be practically applied in educational settings.

Educational Implications

To boost students’ integrative argumentation, our results suggest that educators can take advantage of retrieval practice, which has been widely established as an effective learning strategy across various domains and learning outcomes (e.g., Dunlosky et al., 2013; Karpicke, 2017; Roediger & Butler, 2011), with demonstrated benefits in real-world school settings (e.g., Carpenter, Pashler, & Cepeda, 2009; McDaniel, Thomas, Agarwal, McDermott, & Roediger, 2013; Roediger, Agarwal, McDaniel, & McDermott, 2011). By, specifically, combining retrieval practice with JOLs+ as a metacomprehension monitoring intervention that guides students’ attention toward assessing their holistic understanding of their study materials beyond simply knowing surface-level content, educators may be better able to improve their students’
integrative argumentation performance in flexibly using knowledge to create coherent conclusions that consider arguments both for and against the position they endorse. For instance, after direct instruction on argumentation topics and skills, short quizzes can be administered for students to engage in retrieval practice (e.g., Roediger & Pyc, 2012), followed by having students respond to JOLs+ before reviewing their study materials. Notably, extended training does not appear to be strictly necessary, given that the benefits of retrieval practice with JOLs+ for integrative argumentation observed in the present research emerged after only a single intervention session. At the same time, students can be encouraged to implement retrieval practice with JOLs+ during their self-regulated study. Because most written assignments in college demand argumentation (e.g., Wolfe, 2011), students can engage in retrieval practice of their learned knowledge on a particular topic when preparing for essay-related assessments, while questioning themselves if they have achieved a competent, holistic understanding of the content in terms of being able to form integrative argumentation responses.

Retrieval practice with JOLs+ can also be potentially implemented in online educational contexts, in view of the growing popularity of online learning and distance education (for reviews, see Bernard et al., 2004; U.S. Department of Education, Office of Planning, Evaluation, & Policy Development, 2010; see also Loh, Tan, & Lim, 2016; Yong & Lim, 2016). In particular, technological aids such as intelligent tutoring or feedback systems have been created to aid students’ argumentative discourse in online environments. For instance, Wolfe, Britt, Petrovic, Albrecht, and Kopp (2009) have developed a web-based counterargument tutor that utilizes interactive exercises to guide university undergraduates in identifying counterarguments and responses to counterarguments in didactic texts. In argumentation-based computer-supported collaborative learning, a diverse variety of knowledge representation tools (e.g., diagrams), prompts (e.g., sentence openers), and computer-supported scripts (e.g., argumentative scripts that guide students to formulate and structure well-elaborated arguments) have also been used to orchestrate argumentation (for reviews, see Noroozi, Weinberger, Biemans, Mulder, & Chizari, 2012; Scheuer, Loll, Pinkwart, & McLaren, 2010). To provide further support when guiding students’ integrative argumentation in online learning contexts, making JOLs+ in concert with retrieval practice can be incorporated as a complementary tool. For example, review questions and JOLs+ prompts can be provided at regular intervals, whereby students can be periodically asked to not only recall knowledge that they had previously been taught but to also judge their level of preparedness to critically position, use, and evaluate such knowledge in working toward their targeted learning outcomes.

Future Directions

While our research has focused on dialectical theory in argumentation due to its educational relevance in fostering balanced reasoning and critical thinking (e.g., Nussbaum, 2008, 2011), it must be noted that there are diverse types of argumentation rooted in more than one argumentation theory. For instance, informal logic approaches such as Johnson and Blair’s (2006) criteria focus on the extent to which arguments are relevant, acceptable, and sufficient (RAS), while rhetorical approaches (e.g., Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca, 1969) emphasize argument schemes based on the principles of association (connecting elements previously considered as separate) and dissociation (splitting something previously considered whole into separate elements; for a discussion, see van Eemeren et al., 2014). To provide more robust support for the efficacy of retrieval practice and JOLs+ in enhancing argumentation, future studies may investigate the use of this learning strategy in facilitating performance across both informal logic and rhetorical approaches as well.

At the same time, given the efficacy of JOLs+ in enhancing the complex educational outcome of integrative argumentation, it may be useful to examine how JOLs+ can similarly be applied in conjunction with retrieval practice to promote various other higher order learning outcomes. Indeed, the JOLs+ questions we have designed in the present research can be readily adapted depending on the desired learning objective at hand. For instance, higher order thinking has been conceived to include creating novel products (e.g., Bloom, 1956). This may encompass generating creative research questions and hypotheses, such as through integrating the (potentially conflicting) outcomes of multiple past studies (for a review, see McGuire, 1997). Accordingly, after having studied the literature in a particular field, learners can be asked to practice recalling the advances made in that area from memory, responding to JOLs+ that specifically target the critical elements of hypothesis generation (e.g., addressing mixed evidence, and creating novel solutions to reconcile conflicting findings), before reviewing and integrating the literature to propose their own original research questions. This remains an intriguing possibility to be pursued in future studies.

In addition, while our study has demonstrated the learning benefits of retrieval practice when paired with JOLs+, further studies ought to uncover the specific psychological mechanisms underlying these benefits. To more directly probe these mechanisms, future work may consider incorporating think-aloud procedures to examine potential qualitative changes in the strategies or approaches that learners adopt after having responded to JOLs+. The potential changes in learners’ allocation and engagement of attention during restudy after JOLs+ can also be assessed through, for instance, eye-tracking methods or by measuring their reading times. The data arising from such measures would be useful in illuminating the changes in processing that undergird learners’ subsequent performance, thus contributing to a fuller theoretical understanding of how exactly retrieval practice supplemented with JOLs+ enhances higher order learning outcomes.

Furthermore, the question of when JOLs+ should specifically be implemented during the learning process to optimize its benefits remains an open one. In particular, JOLs+ in the present research were administered after learners had read the argumentative text and had engaged in retrieval practice or notetaking. However, JOLs+ can potentially also be delivered at an earlier stage of the learning process, such as at the outset before reading a text (during which learners judge their expected rather than actual higher order learning) or prior to practicing retrieval after having read the text, such that the desired higher order learning objective is consistently reinforced throughout learning. Accordingly, investigating the effects of introducing JOLs+ at different learning stages, in conjunction with testing its efficacy across different age groups, learning domains, and educational materials, may shed further light on the parameters of the utility of JOLs+. 
Conclusion

The present research has demonstrated that, when augmented with a metacomprehension monitoring intervention (JOLs+) that orients learners’ attention toward the critical elements of the intended higher order learning outcome, retrieval practice can effectively and efficiently enhance learners’ integrative argumentation. Our findings offer implications for the interplay of memory and attention in complex learning, while illuminating some limits of the well-established retrieval-based learning strategy. By further showing how these limits can be overcome with JOLs+, this research aims to serve as a stepping stone toward guiding educational practice in encouraging learners to thoughtfully consider both sides of an issue, and toward developing a more profound understanding of the diverse learning contexts in which retrieval practice can be augmented to become even more powerful.
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